Set Yourself Up to Profit
With 16 Money-Doubling Trades!
Celeste, it's time to get excited!
As we watch the market action of the past week, it's time to make sure your portfolio is
primed to bring in the gains no matter what the future holds. Times like these are when the
best of the best come out to play, so take some time out on Sunday to set up your
own wild-card wins!
Smart traders know that even when the market is in flux, there's still money to be made.
Isn't it time you join them, and set up yourself up for some money-doubling plays?
It's a busy time here at Schaeffer's. We've been working hard to jumpstart 2018 with more
winners than ever, and in the process, we've come up with one of our hottest trading
programs yet.
How hot? Well, on any given Sunday, you could be setting up your next money-doubling
trade... or better.
And today, I'm giving you an early-access pass, so you can claim your spot, and try out a
full month of these hot trades for just $10.

"My philosophy? Simplicity plus variety."
-- Hank Stram
Introducing Any Given Sunday. This inspired trading package combines some of our
hottest trading programs to give you an average of 16 money-doubling or money-tripling
trades each month. Better yet, it's so simple, you could squeeze it in in just a few minutes
on a Sunday evening!
But the best part? You can profit no matter what the market does, since this program
utilizes a variety of trades that will help you diversify your portfolio in terms of moneyness,
holding periods, target profits, and directionality. If your trading has been falling victim to the
usual winter slump, this is exactly the shot of adrenaline you need!
Here's how it works. My team of traders and I spend all week, every week scanning the field
for big-play opportunities. We're constantly watching the market, and using our

Expectational Analysis approach to look at fundamental, technical, and sentiment factors to
determine the hottest trades ready to deliver the biggest rewards.
Every trader wants an edge. You've just found yours.
Once we find these hot trades, we prepare a full trader commentary and analysis to send to
our members, so you'll know exactly why each trade is set to deliver top-dollar gains. Plus,
we'll provide optimal entry zones so you know exactly how to achieve optimal results.
Then on Sunday evening, promptly at 7 p.m. EST, we'll send these trades straight to your
inbox. All that's left for you to do is set yourself up to enter as soon as the market opens, or
forward the email to your broker. Once your trade hits the target profit, just close it out and
count your winnings!

"The difference between ordinary and extraordinary
is that little extra."
-- Jimmy Johnson
Here at Schaeffer's, we don't do anything halfway. That's why we've designed this trading
package to make sure you're getting "that little extra" that you deserve.
First, you can count on at least one trade every single Sunday. This "stand-alone" trade
targets money-doubling gains, and is hand-picked by me and my team of traders. With an
average holding period of one to four months, this intermediate-term trade keeps you liquid
while still targeting ambitious 100% profits.
Then, every other Sunday - specifically, the Sunday before the first Friday expiration of each
month, and the Sunday before standard monthly expiration - you'll receive an additional
SIX trades. Each of these six trades targets money-doubling or MONEY-TRIPLING profits
(that's a 200% ROI!) in a matter of days.
These are some of our hottest trades and our fastest winners, with a holding time of just
five days or less. Enter the trade on Sunday, and you'll be cashed out by Friday evening at
the latest! By taking advantage of sharply reduced time premiums, you're able to get in for
less while still targeting the huge gains that makes playing options so lucrative. It's less to
lose, and more to win - I like those odds.
You'll receive between one and seven trades every single Sunday, complete with trader
commentary, analysis, and optimal entry and exit zones. It's everything you need to follow
each trade into the end zone, and score big profits when you're finished.

"The key to winning is poise under stress."
--Paul Brown
Don't find yourself with a dead-ball portfolio this weekend - Sunday is YOUR day for gamechanging plays, and we're here to help. Smart coaches know when to play it safe and when
to get aggressive - we'll make those calls for you, but you can be the one to soak in the glory
(and collect the cash!).

NOW is your time to shine. Take advantage of the current market climate, and bank big on
the wild ups and downs that leave other traders terrified!
Typically, a single month of Any Given Sunday is valued at $539 - still a bargain,
considering the number of trades and ambitious target profits.
But for today only, you can help us celebrate the kickoff of this winning trading package and
receive a full month of Any Given Sunday - that's an average of 16 trades! - for just $10.
To recap, that's...
•
•
•
•
•

One trade every Sunday targeting money-doubling gains in one to four months on
average.
Six trades the Sunday before standard monthly expiration, targeting 100%-200%
gains in just five days or less.
Six trades the Sunday before first Friday expiration, targeting 100%-200% gains in
just five days or less.
Complete trade management guidance, so you know EVERYTHING you need to
know to trade (and win!).
Our online trading handbook to help you successfully trade, including specific
money-management guidelines.

But this offer isn't open indefinitely! There's a finite number of openings in each program to
help us preserve the integrity of our trades, and this "kickoff" opportunity is only open until
MIDNIGHT TONIGHT.

Start playing to win and get ready to start making some power-plays of your own!
All my best,
Bernie Schaeffer
Chairman & CEO
Schaeffer's Investment Research
5151 Pfeiffer Road - Suite 250
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242 - USA
service@sir-inc.com
http://www.schaeffersresearch.com
1-800-448-2080 International
1-513-589-3800
P.S. Remember, "you cannot make progress with excuses." Don't fumble this chance to
take your trading to new levels!

